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NAMED AFTER THE COMMON WORDS FOR “OLD
GLORY” The Elder Scrolls returns with a bigger,

more expansive game unlike anything before! Join
an amazing quest to defeat dragons, discover a

vast and mysterious land, and become the
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greatest Sorcerer or Hero you can be! Don’t miss
The Elder Scrolls: Legends, exclusively on mobile
devices! VAST WORLD: Create a quest through a

vast world full of exciting environments. DEEP
VARIETY: Explore multiple world maps across a
variety of environments, including indoors, on

rooftops, caves, and more. UNMISTAKABLE
BEAUTY: Light and shadow play a huge role in
adding drama and character to every scene. A

variety of high-resolution visuals make the
game’s world feel truly alive. BECOME A TRUE

GUIDE: Defeat dragons, menacing creatures, and
fearsome monsters while making sense of the

world and your own legendary destiny. CHOOSE
YOUR PATH: Join a legendary quest led by a

mysterious guide. Your journey is shaped by your
choices, which determine the destinies of all who

follow in your footsteps. MOBILE MULTIPLAYER
FOR ASYNCHRONOUS ONLINE MULTIPLAYER:

Discover the game’s deep story through
asynchronous play. By taking time away from

your game to battle with other players, you’ll get
a different perspective on the story. ELECTRONIC
ARTS: E-COMMERCE: Collect and exchange cards
that best represent your gameplay style. MORE

TO COME. • Ranking and Achievements • Ongoing
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Story • Customization Options • Card Set • Stylish
Graphics • Choice of Champion GAME FEATURES -

Explore the vast world of The Elder Scrolls -
Create, customize, and evolve your character into

a powerful Sorcerer or Hero - Join a legendary
quest, crafted by the Elder Scrolls’ guiding hand -

Encounter terrifying dungeons and creatures -
Distinct dungeons take place in lively landscapes -
Battle in dungeons inhabited by legions of unique
and fearsome foes - Prepare to play with dragons

and fearsome beasts - Battle alongside other
players in a “turn-based” online mode -

Experience a story full of adventure and drama -
An amazing role-playing game unlike anything

before! DETAILS 1. Be sure to give

Elden Ring Features Key:
A Vast World Full of Excitement

Create your own character!
An Epic Adventure from an Epic Myth

How to Play:

Play on the Elden Ring website after installation and verification of your
device.
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Endless Amounts of Succor!

Losing one's life can be dangerous, but there is more than enough succor
waiting just around the corner.

By controlling the body of the giant Majin, you can use powerful skills such
as slaying the Behemoth, which destroys surrounding enemy troops;
devoting the mighty Galka, which shoots out enormous explosions; or the
dragon-induced lordly Kugouga. 

When battling the towering demon Gakuten, which summons infinite hordes
of archdemons, you'll have the advantage of being a nomad who has the
endurance to fight despite endless damage.

For more details on the offensive and defensive skills on offer, contact the
Trading Center. 

Touch Menu:

Regardless of the selected screen, you can operate all menu items using
touch screen.

1. Monster Hunt 2. Special Mission (see more below) 3. Link Info (Get a
name, time, and location teleport) 4. Stamina reset 5. Trade Center 6.
Settings 7. Toogle fullscreen

Special Mission:

By meeting and slaying legendary creatures in specific locations, you can
receive special skills related to the appearance and attributes of the beasts.

See description in images:
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